INTERIM NEWSLETTER OF THE MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
FAR HORIZONS KITE WEEKEND
30th & 31st JULY 2O16
Beverley Racecourse HU17 8QZ

Supported by Siemens Wind Power and East Riding of Yorkshire Council

Hi Bill,
They only need to register for camping, but we
are already almost at the limit that the council
will allow. Just email details to this address or
dave@brkf.org
If they require a parking pass, we have been
given approx 30 FREE spaces in the car park,
and again I will just need the details and their
email addresses to send out.
Anyone just visiting for the day, just find me for
an arena pass/wristband
Location details:
http://www.brkf.org/kite-festival.html
Best regards
Dave Mitchell

Bring the family and enjoy a great day out
where the sky will be filled with spectacular
flying displays from around the world including
breathtaking
artistic
creations
and
synchronised musical sport kite routines. On the
ground there’ll be a chance to see our
exhibition of amazing and beautiful kites from
different countries. Bring your own kite to fly,
buy a kite and try it out, or even make your
own in the kite-making workshop. Plus trade
and community stalls, fun-fair, Hull Carnival
Arts, entertainment, refreshments and picnic
area.
Some of the world’s leading kite-makers and
kite-fliers have already confirmed their
attendance: Ron and Baew Spaulding from
Thailand, Gerhard and Daniela Zitzman from
Austria, Rene and Franziska Maier from
Switzerland, Stafford Wallace and Mehul
Pathak from India. From the UK, we welcome
Malcolm and Jeanette Goodman, Paul and
Natalie Reynolds, Mike and Fran Goddard
along with world famous stunt flying team – The
Decorators!
Look out for details on the festival website of
our free Far Horizons kite-making workshops
across Hull and East Yorkshire throughout July.

31 016
11am – 5pm each day
Free parking
Admission prices
Adults: single day £6, weekend £10
Under 18s: single day £4, weekend £6
Family: single day £15, weekend £25 (admits 2
adults and 2 children or 1 adult and 3 children)
Children under 3 years: Free
Tickets available now from hullboxoffice.co.uk

Although requested – no further
detailed information was
available.. Ed

The Bedford International Kite Festival is held
annually in Russell Park.
The festival showcases kites from the four
corners of the globe, with representatives from
America, Canada, Japan, China, Germany,
France, Holland, Belgium and a member of the
Bali Royal family!
Kite Demonstrations & Workshops
Kite stalls specialising in kite equipment, clothes
and other accessories
Plus food & drink, entertainment, music and
more!
The perfect day out for all!

SEEN IN ALDI – Ideal for
carrying those kites
down to the fly-in site...

Flight Magazine 25th March 1911

Apologies for the short notice – this information
has only just arrived in my emails.
Ed.

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
VEHICLE PASS 2O16

Come along and enjoy the ‘Kite Fliers Curry’ on
the Saturday Evening. TICKETS £10.00 per person.
Booking is essential as we have to place our order
by early afternoon.
Members are advised to
display this vehicle pass,
by hanging it from their
rear view mirror, whenever
they are attending any
club meeting, fly-in or
Festival.
This will ensure that you will
not be charged admission
to that event. It also lets
the site managers know
that you are bona fide
members of the club.

If CAMPING please register with Bill Souten as we
have to maintain site security, and only registered
Campers will gain access to the site.
Your cooperation is greatly
appreciated.

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS
OF GREAT BRITAIN

c/o

52 Shepherds Court, Drotwich Spa, Worcestershire, WR9 9DF

Accommodation information available from the
organiser......... Hostels to Hotels etc...

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS OF GREAT BRITAIN

Are you up to the Challenger!!!!

New this year...
Contact Bill Souten for details.......
(As I’m only just making up the rules!)

See Brown's final landscape at Berrington come to life with colour with Hereford and Leominster's annual kite
festival. Bring your own kite to fly, see sport kites and enthusiasts expertly flying theirs and gain some tips on how
to bring the sky to life.

Shropshire Kite Festival 2016

will take place on 23rd and

24th July 2016. The site is situated at Lacon Childe School, Love Lane,
Cleobury Mortimer DY14 8PE. Those of you that have been know that
Cleobury Mortimer is a quaint little town with a host of excellent cafes,
Hotels, B&Bs, take-aways, restaurants, Butchers and shops not to mention
the excellent views. It is an excellent site which is situated next to all the
above amenities and near to the Hobsons Brewery. The site has three
fields available to us, excellent facilities i.e. showers and toilets. Camping
is available from Friday afternoon until Monday morning for the very
reasonable price of £20 for campervans and caravans and £15 for tents
for the duration. This is definitely a site not to miss and we look forward to
seeing everybody there.

Hallo Bill
Nice to see you again at Kedleston Hall.
Here are a couple of photos for our magazine

Bamburgh Castle, Northumberland
Taken on a very windy day,(20mph winds) using a GoPro hero2 camera under a Kapshop Small2
rig, and a small Skydog Parafoil5 kite. Beautiful place to enjoy, including kite flying.

Kedleston Hall
Taken on a very difficult day due to very low wind, quite intermittent and difficult to keep kites in
the air. Using a GoPro hero2 camera under a Kapshop Small2 rig, this time using a large sled kite.
Regards
Roger Prestcote

The flat beaches of Fanø are also exelent for
finding amber. There are also a lot of activities
offered to adults and children, for example :
music festivals, nature mudflat walks, golfing or
a meeting of the kite fliers, from which we like
to tell you about on these pages.
32. INT. KITE FLIERS MEETING FANØ 2O16
16.06. - 19.06.2016
33. INT. KITE FLIERS MEETING FANØ 2O17
15.06. - 18.06.2017
34. INT. KITE FLIERS MEETING FANØ 2O18
14.06. - 17.06.2018

nd

32 INTERNATIONAL
KITE FLIERS MEETING

FANØ

16th - 19th June 2O16
Over the years the familiar and social meeting
is a fixed date in the calendar of the kite fliers.
Thousands of kites fill the air and in good
weather it could happen, that the beach of
Fanø gets "crowded". But not really, because
sandbanks in the north and in the south still
have
plenty
of
room.
We also like to thank all the resident of the
island, who put up with this run of people once
a year, because life on the island usually is
quite
peaceful
and
relaxed.
We can't say the same about our traditional
auction of kites and kite items in favor of the
"Kinderhilfe Kolumbien e.V." Our auctioneer
Alfons from Berlin, garantys an evening filled
with humour and actions that usually lasts until
the
early
morning
hours.
Fanø`s nature and culture make for a
memorable holiday for the whole family. Its
summer with beach life and nights were the sun
never seems to go down are of course very
atractive, but also the fall with it's golden
colors, the winter storms and mild springtime
with bird migrations are a good reason for
holiday
adventures.

35. INT. KITE FLIERS MEETING FANØ 2O19
20.06. - 23.06.2019
36. INT. KITE FLIERS MEETING FANØ 2O2O
18.06. - 21.06.2020
Flying area
The flying area reaches from Rindby Beach to
the north of Fanø Bad.South of Rindby Beach,
at the wind surfing area, has been reserved for
the buggy drivers.Only buggies are allowed to
drive in this part of the beach.
Maximum height for flying the kites is 250 m
within the area between Fanø Bad and Rindby
Beachfrom June 11. - 25. 2016, flying time is
from 5am - 10pm.
Camping on the beach or in the dunes is
prohibited and all participants are asked to
abide by the rules
keep the beach clean !

Borrowed from the Piney Mountain Air Force DATA Letter - Edited by Guy D. Aydlett.
Some very useful information contained within.......... Check it out.
October 1982 Page 2......

Rotary kites come in many forms, from simple carved styrene cores to the full fledged aerofoil as
here, by Guy Aydlett of the American Kitefliers Association. Built up centre lends itself to
aeromodelling techniques with balsa to restrain weight. Long bridle is needed.

Kite on the cover, Mark Cottrell’s winner at Hampstead rally has a span of 10ft 8ins, length 6ft, and
as Pat Lloyd’s sketch shows, its majestic form will break down for ease of transport.
Note use of mainsail (on spars) and jibs (flexible), with angles set by rigging to eyelet point.

EXPENSIVE KITES?!?*

1923: A boy with a kite made of banknotes in
Hanover, Germany, during the post-war
hyperinflation
when
escalating
inflation
rendered much currency worthless.
Money Kite
In order to pay the large costs of the First World
War, Germany suspended the convertibility of
its currency into gold when that war broke out.
Unlike France, which imposed its first income
tax to pay for the war, the German Kaiser and
Parliament decided without opposition to fund
the war entirely by borrowing, a decision
criticized by financial experts.
The result was that the exchange rate of the
Mark against the US dollar fell steadily
throughout the war from 4.2 to 8.91 Marks per
dollar. The Treaty of Versailles further
accelerated the decline in the value of the
Mark, so that by the end of 1919 more than 32
Marks were required to buy one US dollar and it
grew more in the beginning of the 1920’s.

Scientific American - date unknown.........

MIDLANDS KITE FLIERS

Become fashion icons???

Photographs Bill Souten

International Joke Day:
15 of the worst dad
jokes of all time
We all love a good giggle but some jokes are
more cringeworthy than others, particularly
when they’re made by daddy dearest…
I’ll never forget the birthday party I had as a
teen when the takeaway had just arrived and
my dad stacked it up on the kitchen table and
proudly declared: “Look! The leaning tower of
pizza!”
Cue groans from my gaggle of girl friends.
The one he made at my sister’s 18th is too crude
to include here, but boys were present and it
was just as she was about to blow out the
candles. Aghhh!
But that’s one of the things I love best about my
dad – his enthusiasm for his own jokes, even if
no-one else finds them that funny. It’s one of
the things we have in common and, as he
says, a good pun is always there, waiting to be
made.
Father-of-three Ian Allen has made it his life’s
work to celebrate the worst, most embarrassing
dad jokes on the planet.
He’s now published three volumes of Dad Jokes
– here are 15 of his worst.
What’s brown, hairy, wears sunglasses and
carries a stethoscope?
A coconut disguised as a doctor.
Patient: Doctor, my husband won’t stop lying
under the bed.
Doctor: It sounds as if he’s a little potty.
Son: What’s Dad getting for his fiftieth birthday?
Mum: Bald and fat, by the look of it.
Tommy: Mummy, last night I saw the baby-sitter
kissing a strange man in our living room.
Mum: What?!
Tommy: Ha-ha, April Fool … it was only Daddy.
DIY assistant: Can I help you, sir?
Man: I’d like a mouse trap, and please hurry,
I’ve got a bus to catch.
DIY assistant: I don’t think we’ve got one that
big.

Teacher: Why are you standing in the corner?
Jimmy: I’m trying to warm up – Mr Smith said
corners were normally around 90 degrees.
What did the policeman say when he cut
himself shaving?
I’m nicked!
The vicar came to tea and Horace told a very
rude joke.
“How dare you tell that joke before me!” said
the vicar.
“I’m sorry, Reverend,” said Horace, “you can
tell the next one.”
What’s invisible and makes funny clucking
noises around your house?
A poultrygeist.
What are caterpillars afraid of?
Dog-erpillars.
Patient: Are these tablets addictive?
Doctor: Definitely not. I’ve been taking them
myself for years.
Where do birds meet for coffee?
In a nest café.
How do you make sure you always remember
your wife’s birthday?
Forget it once.
What’s purple, 5,000 miles long and full of
pips?
The grape wall of China.
Horace: Why are you buying condensed milk?
Herbert: Well, I’ve only got a small fridge.
Jokes extracted from Extremely Embarrassing
Dad Jokes by Ian Allen, published by Portico,
priced £9.99.

CloseEncountersKites
From Allan Apothercary;-

We are reducing the number of kites we have.
There are only so many you can fly in our lovely weather
and although the intention is there, many from our
collection are not being used.
I hate selling our kites but they are not getting flown and
someone should be getting good use from them and
showing them off!
I will update the list from time to time and probably put it
on our website.
I have included videos - only the kite in question is for
sale.
* HQ Flowform 7.0 (No bag but VGC) - £90 (£238.99
new) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSa9cC__qQ More of tails than kites in this video but just the
kite is for sale!
* HQ Flowform 4.0 (No bag but VGC) - £65 (£168.99
new)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUpZkKk2cZs The
video says 5m but I think it’s probably a 4m
* HQ Power Sled XXXL 15.0 Flown twice - £170 (£339.99
new) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2k9rkaOYbs
* Prism Isotope Purple (Flown twice) - £25 (£45.99 new)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gS3g1hOCY5A
* HQ Hoffmann’s Dazzling Colours Xelon (flown three
times) - £25 (£43.99 new)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gz1BoMcYiC4
* HQ Deluxe Proline 170cm Kite bag (Brand new in the
bag) £35 (69.99 new)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsGZuHG5hMw Sold
We will be looking for sensible offers on
Benson Phantoms (Sold separately - there are two)
Benson Fusion
Obsession 2 (two of - one brand new)
…and others depending on space.

Carriage/delivery/collection will be arranged
and paid for by the customer.
~ Allan Pothecary
07858 077 008
www.closeencounterskites.co.uk

Please do pass on the videos Bill.
We have probably spoken before but I am
hopeless at putting names to faces.
Please come over and see us at the Jolly Up.
As per my article in the “KiteFlier” magazine,
Marilyn and I have taken a step back from
being invited guests to all but a few events.
We don’t want to be on call when we go
anywhere, we just want to chill and fly what we
want when we want and the opportunity to say
no - which we don’t have if we have taken
expenses to attend.
That does have a transverse effect though
because it means we can’t afford to travel so
far.
Anyhows - If we can chat about willing bodies
that we can pass enquiries on to that would be
great.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEBrkie_QM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsjYFyiOLAU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcHA4gtQKls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efm6oOjVDaY

http://www.flixxy.com/bicyclekite.htm?utm_source=nl

This amazing kite grabbed everyone's attention
at the Shihmen International Kite Festival in
Taipei City. A very clever design by Feng Can
Huang. The bicycle kite is manufactured by
the "Taiwan Three Horses Kite Factory" in Yilan,
Taiwan.
Hello Bill
I don’t want to deal with the kite company that
were selling the bike-man kite.
Would you happen to know who
designed/made it?
~ Allan Pothecary

Pasir Gudang, Malaka and Satun
23rd February to 10th March 2016
with Peter Hulcoop and Jacqui Mountjoy

Jacqui Mountjoy was invited to represent South
Africa at the Malaysian Kite festivals in Pasir
Gudang and Malaka and the Thailand Kite
festival in Satun this year and I was invited to
be her assistant so on 23rd April we packed our
bags and set off on our adventure.
Now when I say ‘we packed our bags’ our first
problem arose. Since September 2015 new
regulations adopted by nearly all airlines mean
that the maximum bag size that can be taken
on a plane without excess charge is 158 cm
linear length and even then the maximum size
must not exceed 203 cm. That’s achievable
with inflatables but stick kites, well not so easy!
After much effort we limited ourselves to 20
kites that would break down to 140 cm and
chose a bag that had a 30 cm diameter. 140 x
30 x 30…..fingers crossed!
Heathrow were prepared to accept the bags
without the excess charge so we didn’t have to
shell out another £100 per bag…….yes!
Nine and a half hours of flying and we arrive in
Beijing tired and exhausted with a three hour
wait in the airport and another six and a half
hour flight to go. At eleven thirty pm local time
we arrive in Singapore and are met and
transported to our hotel in Pasir Gudang,
Malaysia. Finally at one o’clock in the morning
we arrive and enjoy a very welcome sleep.

The first day started with a welcoming meeting
and a chance to meet the other International
flyers. There were flyers from across the world
and over 40 countries were represented. It was
such a treat to meet people I have been
Facebook friends with for many years but never
met in the flesh. What a great bunch they are,
world famous names and little old me!
After the meeting we and our kites were
transported to the flying field and given two
Liaison officers per country.
Our LO’s were two young students and they
were a fantastic pair of girls.
They were keen to help with all our needs,
assembling kites, making sure we had water,
putting on sunscreen and stopping for breaks.
In turn we wanted to include them in the
festival rather than just as helpers so we got
them to inflate the line laundry and fly some of
the smaller single line kites.
The winds were far from perfect and the site
sloped up in both directions from the corner
where the flyers tents were. This meant that the
blustery winds twisted across the site causing
downdraughts at times along with different
wind speeds and directions at different heights
but our Paul Morgan Sled Delta stepped up to
the bar and managed to stay airborne for most
of the day along with a couple of Nick James
Little Devils.

Day two and the winds were still being
troublesome. We started with a 2 meter Rokaku
which seemed to fly stably so decided to test it
out with a couple of Fauchi.......it worked!
I was amazed how tiring the weather was (34
degrees C and 90% humidity) and out LO’s
were constantly bringing water and suntan
lotion out to us.
I decided to put my Brasington rainbow
butterfly train up so spent over half an hour
assembling them. By now we had collected 6
LO’s and it was wonderful seeing them each
holding a butterfly eager to fly them. Up they
went and what a show they made for about
half an hour until a downdraught brought one
of Peter Lynn’s Trilobites across under their line. I
decided to move to the right but saw the
second Trilobite go over the top and left me in
the dilemma of flying my butterfly train through
the middle of two enormous inflatables! Slowly
the two trilobites stabilised and their pilot
gained height collecting my poor little
butterflies as they went. They twisted round
Peter’s lines and the first butterfly exploded as it
was crushed under the strain.
Peter Lynn’s LO’s were on it and brought his
lines down at an amazing speed which saved
the five remaining butterflies.
Once the tangle was sorted I was relieved to
find that the sail had survived so now I just
need to find new carbon and they will fly
again.
That evening the organisers put on an amazing
show with fireworks, traditional dancing, a night
time parachute display and night kites, they
certainly know how to celebrate a kite festival
in Malaysia!!
Day three was the last day of the festival and
the winds were still misbehaving but we
managed to fly for most of the day using the
ever faithful Rok along with eight dolphins, two
Nemos and an Angel Fish. We also flew the
Little Devils and Jacquis Brasington Gothic
Gothic Delta.
The Gothic Delta managed to collect a tree
but a Cherry Picker was used to safely return it
to terra firma with no damage!
We took an hour off to visit the Pasir Gudang
kite museum which is on site. It was stunning to
see so many kites, some over 30 years old that
have been donated to the museum. Most were
traditional Malay kites and the level of detail
and workmanship quite amazing.

Back to the flying field I tried a little KAP work.
Because of weight restrictions I was unable to
take my Gopro but I did take the picavet and
attached my Ricoh CX3 which was set to 0.5
second interval shooting so it was better than
nothing. The results were OK and gave an idea
of the event which was better than nothing

In the evening the organisers put on a lavish
meal and entertainment as a closing
ceremony. Speeches were made, thanks given
and a good time was had by all.
Monday was a welcome rest day. A slow start
followed by a trip into town to the Chinese
quarter which is the only place where it is legal
to buy alcohol. We went back to the hotel for
our evening meal and then were treated by
the organisers to an evening of ten pin
bowling. It amazes me how much mayhem a
bunch of kiters let loose can create! The
evening ended with prizes being handed out
by the President of the Malayan Kite
Association. Most of the ladies received three
prizes whilst a few of the men flyers were
selected
and
received
two!

Tuesday morning was an early start leaving the
hotel after breakfast and travelling for three
and a half hours to Malaka. Once there it was
out of the coaches, onto the flying field and
start flying. Day one was a press day so
everyone was there to put up some colour and
answer questions from the press as they
wondered amongst us. The wind was better but
still a little gusty at times blowing across the
town and over the bay. By early afternoon the
wind had built up to a very blustery 30 – 40 kph
and several flyers lost kites out over the bay.
We managed to get three of the Fauchi family
up, lofted by the incomparable Paul
Morgan Sled
Delta.
At times the wind was so strong that it
managed drag the concrete anchor across
the field at about 1 foot a second!
Finally the time came to bring everything down
and all went well until the very last second
when a gust lifted the kite, folded it in half and
split the 14 mm fibreglass cross spar. I spent an
hour whipping the broken end in the hope that
it
will
survive
another
day.
The evening was a magical opening
ceremony with heads of state, major dignitaries
and invited guests from across the country
attending. A sit down meal was provided with a
live band and traditional dancing laid on as
entertainment. Stunning, stunning, stunning!
Finally by 11 pm we were back at the hotel
and ready for sleep.
Wednesday morning at nine o’clock we were
back on the flying field and the weather was
no surprise with temperatures in the mid 30’s
and ridiculous humidity. The plan was that we
should fly for the day then straight to a smart
restaurant at half past six for our evening meal.
We started flying and for the first 3 hours the
wind just got stronger and stronger. By 12 it was
too dangerous for anything but Peter Lynn’s
Trilobites
and
Mantaray.
For about 2 hours we melted in the sun and 45
kph winds then finally the wind dropped
enough to fly the Molar with two Nimos, an
Angel Fish and a small Piranha.
The afternoon saw the wind come down to a
far more reasonable 20 – 25 kph and although
still a little fickle a lot more single line kites
came out. The one that caught my attention
the most was a Vietnamese Dieu Sao variant
made to be flown as a quad line. Steve DeRoot
from Canada, one of the world leaders in

quad lining, flew this remarkable kite for over
an hour before going to the next level and
fitting Vietnamese horns on the back and flying
again. By flying it as a quad he was able to
control the volume of the horn – so impressive!
5 pm came and we started to pack up just as
the public started to arrive (such a shame that
the kite festival was organised on the back of
two other weekend festivals which meant that
when we flew most people were at work and
when we finished they were ready to come out
to play). We were whisked off to a fish
restaurant where I'm told the food was fantastic
(I thoroughly enjoyed my rice and vegetables).
Finally back to the hotel for some liquid
refreshment with other flyers, a few reminisces
of
the
day
and
bed.
The next dat was a rest day so we had to pack,
have breakfast and leave the hotel by 10 then
get on the coaches for a tour of Melaka before
a visit to the Royal Palace, a walking tour of the
city centre and a ride up the Manari Taming
Sari (a 110 metre high tower with panoramic
views across the city). The day ended with an
evening boat trip along the city canals to see
the amazing light displays along the waters
edge. Back to the coaches and off on the long
drive through the night to Satun in Thailand.
After the long journey we arrived at our hotel
with just 15 minutes to spare before being
taken to the flying field for a days flying for the
press.
The winds were all over the place, NW blowing
at 20 kph then down to nothing and back up
again in less than a minute as it turned SE. No
flyers were safe and there were tangles aplenty
but we all made it through with only minor
damage.
I flew my Panther Genii and Brasington Dark
Matter along with a smattering of other small
kites.
At 6 pm we all took down our kites and went
over the flyers area for dinner then next door to
the stadium for the opening ceremony - a very
glittery affair with national dancing and music.
We finally got to the hotel at 10 pm, a shower,
a glass of wine/beer and bed.

Night flying followed then back to the hotel for
a shower, beer/wine with friends (not
necessarily in that order) before bed - the end
of a beautiful day and best of all, we got to do
it all again the next day!

The next day, the first official festival day,
started at 9 o'clock with nice steady winds and
temperatures already in the 30’s. We began
with our Molar flowform and three Fauchis what
a
beautiful
start.
Gradually as the day wore on the wind
direction swung round and the wind fell away
to nothing then up to 38kph in cycles. Now
flying under all the lifters things started to get
quite exciting so we decided to change to
smaller
single
line
kites.
Around midday a dust devil caused mayhem
and took out all the remaining line laundry and
lifters and three 5 metre spikey balls that were
anchored to a ton and a half in rubble sacks.
The balls were lifted into the air and started to
over inflate which made them flatten on the
windward face turning them into sails. They shot
across the field at about 20 kph shattering the
bags and shredding the balls as they went,
thank God no one was in their path as it could
have
been
fatal!
During the afternoon we flew Nick James Little
Devil's, Robert Brasington Dark Matter, Gadis
Widiyati Garuda and a 2M Spiral Rokkaku.
It was extremely tiring as it was almost
impossible to be out on the flying field for more
than 20 minutes at a time but such an
enjoyable
day.
At 6 o'clock dinner arrived but, apart from rice,
there
was
nothing
vegetarian.
A simple request to the organisers and a
special meal just for me was ordered.......it was
enough for about 5 people but I had to make
the
effort
(and
it
was
fantastic).

The final day flying was very similar to the
previous day with winds coming and going.
One second they were about 25 kph and the
next nothing. They swung left and right
changing direction by up to 100 degrees in
seconds!
I put the Fauchis up again and decided to do
a bit of KAP using the ever faithful Rok – great
fun.
Jacqui put up her Telephone Box which
attracted a lot of interest and much
photographing.

We had a wonderful time and I will never forget
the experience. Thank you everyone for the
amazing organisation and especially Ron and
Baew Spalding for the tireless work they put in
and the miracles they performed, they are true
hero's!
The last day of our time in Satun was a rest day

and as a reward the organisers had arranged
for
a
white
water
rafting experience for those who wanted to
have a go. Each of us was given a kayak and
a paddle and off we went. An hour of
confusion and raucous fun ensued as we
negotiated various small rapids in the shallow
river. There were kayaks everywhere, over,
under and across each other; it was great to
feel cool for a while and not to worry about
keeping a kite in the sky.
Next day and an early start to the Thai border
then all day and the next night on a coach
back to Singapore via Kuala Lumpur. Passing
via the Malaysian/Singapore border control I
was stopped by customs. It appeared that my
e-cigarette
along
with
other
smoking
alternatives like Nicorette and patches are
illegal in both countries, evidently you can
smoke yourself to death using tobacco but not
use vapes! They confiscated my e-cigarette
and made a note of my passport then sent me
on my way. We finally arrived at Changi
airport, Singapore at half past three in the
morning.
Gadis Widiyati gave up her day and met us
there at half past six. She took us for breakfast
followed by a tour around the Indian and
Chinese quarters where I bought a battery
booster for my mobile phone. Our day finished
with a visit to the waterfront and views of some
of the amazing architecture of Singapore city.
Gadis took us back to the airport and we had
a very enjoyable meal with her, her husband
and Derek Kuhn who had represented
Scotland over the tour.

All that remained now was a 7 hour flight to

Beijing for a transfer flight of 10.5 hours back to
Heathrow.
Singapore check in questioned our bags and
at first refused to take the kite bag. We stuck to
our guns saying that they were OK coming out
and therefore should be accepted for the
return to the UK. The check in staff work for the
airport not the airline and they always push
their luck as they get 30% of any excess
charge they receive but
they finally
relented.
The airport at Beijing is enormous and it took
quite a while to get from one terminal to the
other. At security they decided that the battery
booster I had bought less than 24 hours earlier
and was yet to even charge was prohibited so
they confiscated it. I thought about arguing but
the staff were huge well-built men that that
simply went red in the face and started
shouting at me in Chinese so I took the easy
option.
We arrived back in the UK at 6 pm and
collected the car. As a final twist of fate the car
wouldn't start so we had to wait for half an hour
in temperatures of 10°C to get a jump start
(remember most cars electronically lock so all
we could open was the drivers door, we
couldn't even open the boot to put the
luggage away). Now that might not sound too
bad to a lot of you but we have just arrived
back from night temperatures of 24°C and
daytimes of 38°C+!!!
Finally with the car started it was just another
two and a half hour drive and we were home.

World Kite Records +++++++
Largest Kite – The largest kite ever flown, has a total lifting area of 950 m² (10,225.7 ft²). When laid flat, it
has a total area of 1019 m² (10,968.4 ft²). The kite measured 25.475 m (83 ft 7 in) long and 40 m (131ft 3
in) wide. The kite was made by Abdulrahman Al Farsi and Faris Al Farsi and flown at the Kuwait Hala
Festival in Flag Square, Kuwait City, Kuwait on 15 February 2005. (Guinness World Records)
Largest Delta – 1,406 sq ft – 131 sq meters. 37½ feet high with a wingspan of 75 ft. Flew in San Diego on 4
September 1982 for 25 minutes.
Longest Thai Cobra kite – 2,313 feet – 705 meters. On 15 November 1987 a crew of 16 fliers flew this 128 lb
kite in France. They estimated that the kite took 2,000 hours and 45,000 francs to build.
The highest altitude by a single kite – Richard P Synergy flew a kite to an altitude of approximately 4,422 m
(14,509 ft) on 12 August 2000 near Kincardine, Ontario, Canada. The massive kite, with an area of 25 m²
(270 ft²), was designed and built by Synergy himself. (Guinness World Records)
Previous record: 12,471 feet (3,801m). On 28 February 1898 in Milton, Massachusetts. A modified
Hargrave box with about 86 sq ft of sail. The line was piano wire with a breaking strength of 330 lbs.
Highest altitude by a kite train – 31,955 feet – 9,740 meters. Eight kites flew over Lindenburg on 1 August
1919.
Most consecutive days of individual kite flying – 366 days. Bill Mosely of Converse, Texas flew one or more
kites every day from 25 October 1983 to 24 October 1984, a leap year.
Duration – outdoors – 180 hours and 17 minutes. Under the direction of Harry Osborne, the Edmonds
Community College kite team at Long Beach, Washington, kept a J-25 parafoil aloft from 21 – 29
August 1982.
Distance – traction on land – 113 miles – 182 kilometres. In the 1820’s George Pocock speed at about 25
mph in his “Char-volant”, a four wheeled carriage towed by controllable kites. Precise details are
unknown, but estimates range up to 113 miles in 1827. He made one documented journey of 60 miles as
the crow flies from Southampton to London.
Most kites on one line – 2,233. The record was set in Japan flying 13 x 13 inch (34 x 34 cm) diamond kites
made of bamboo with plastic sail material.
Most dual-line kites stunted in train – 179. On 23 August 1986 at Long Beach, Washington flying a stack of
modified Hyperkites.
Most figure-of-eights – 2,911. On 25 September 1988 Stu Cohen performed 2,911 figure-of-eights with his
kite in one hour at Ocean City, Maryland.
Fastest kite – measured speed: 120 mph – 193 kph. On 22 September 1989 Pete Di Giacomo flew a
Modified 10ft Flexifoil at Maryland, USA. Readings were taken by a local police officer with a radar gun.
First aerial photograph by a kite-borne camera – 20 June 1888. Arthur Batut took the first aerial photograph
from a kite-lifted camera in Labruguiere, France.
William A. Eddy of Bayonne, New Jersey, took the first kite aerial photographs in the US on 30 May 1895.
First US Kite Patent – 2 January 1866. Patent #51,860 was issued to William Perrins for a hexagon-shaped
flat kite with two inwardly bent masts. Since then over 575 kite patents have been issued by the US
Patent Office. There are also 101 patents cross-referenced to kite subclasses.
Most kite books written by one author – 20. Kazuo Niisak, of Japan, wrote about 20 kite books between
1969 and 1987.
Sources: Kiteworks, Explorations in Kite Building & Flying by Maxwell Eden
Guinness World Records
With thanks to Skylines and Bylines, the KiteShop www.kites.co.nz

